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“Despite many people viewing email as a somewhat
outdated means of communication, it is not only the most
common online activity but also the most likely to be done
multiple times per day. It cannot be argued, though, that
other channels such as instant messaging can provide
more immediacy and engagement.”
– Matt King - Category Director, Technology and
Media Research
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Early indication of a return to growth in the tablet market
Smartphone ownership edges up
Over-65s showing increased interest but purchase intentions still vague

This Report covers ownership of and intentions to purchase consumer technology products (eg
televisions, laptops and smartphones), as well as which methods people have used to connect to the
internet in the last three months.
We also look at types and frequency of activities consumers have performed online in the last quarter
and analyse the factors that may be influencing ongoing trends in behaviour.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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